Write My Essay
Analysis of William Blake's Poem
London
William Blake's William Black Poetry An analysis of
London London is a poem characterized by its dark
and distinguished tone. This is a glimpse of the
period of war and poverty in the history of the UK
(especially London) and the talker experienced this
history as he walks across the street. Through
personification, it provides a great human aspect to
the narrator's thoughts and beliefs. The author uses
a rhyming scheme that reflects walking speed. Using
an octave, the speed is moderate, each accented
syllable resembles all steps of the narrator, so write
my essay.
Through a comparison course between William
Wordsworth and William Black's London Westminster
Bridge, I called William Wordsworth Wordsworth and
William Black Black. Both Wordsworth and Black's
poems are about London, but Wordsworth's poem
was written when he came to London while Black
lived in London. Wordsworth's poem is about
gorgeous costumes in London, he can see this, he
wrote in the first line; "There is nothing on Earth that
can act more fairly:" Praise, he likes London, but we

are told that he is looking at London with that bad
perspective.
William Blake's William Black Poetry An analysis of
London London is a poem characterized by its dark
and distinguished tone. This is a glimpse of the
period of war and poverty in the history of the UK
(especially London) and the talker experienced this
history as he walks across the street. Through
personification, it provides a great human aspect to
the narrator's thoughts and beliefs. The author uses
a rhyming scheme that reflects walking speed. Using
an octave, the speed is moderate, each accented
syllable resembles all steps of the narrator.
William Black's appreciation for London The first
section of London's poem begins with a black image
and he squats with "each Chartered Street". Black
chose the term "charter" to convey various images
in the reader's mind. The direct image that
audiences can imagine is that London streets are
drawn. But after further consideration, the reader
can confirm that Black has a different meaning to
that word. The term "charter" is also a document
that gives certain rights to the town.

